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Wealth, Poverty, and Vocation in the Life and Times of Claude-François Poullart des Places

Pierre Thomas (1687–1751) was one of the earliest companions of Claude-François Poullart des Places (1679–1709), and was his first biographer. His account of the founder of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit’s life dwells on two things: the struggle against worldly ambition that brought Poullart des Places to his vocation, and the self-abnegation that he embraced once he had entered into that vocation. His experience of poverty summed up both of these strands:

Before his conversion, M. des Places would not have found the allowance that [his father] gave him enough for his own needs; once converted, he found it enough for himself and for seeing to the needs of many others, so ingenious does charity joined to the spirit of mortification make one at finding even in one’s necessities a kind of surplus to give to the poor. He hoped one day to see himself stripped of everything after having given everything away, and to live only from alms.¹

Thomas considered this conversion from worldly wealth to spiritual poverty exemplary, a guarantee both of the founder’s personal religious progress and of the foundation’s roots in divine rather than human will. But Thomas would not have been alone in his day, for he echoed concerns that both he and Claude-François would have encountered many times in their youth.

In the final decades of the Sun King’s reign, many French men undoubtedly entered into Holy Orders with little serious reflection, merely because it seemed to them or their families to be the easiest or most advantageous of the careers open to them. “People enter Holy Orders on their own whim,” according to one particularly severe commentator, “and look on them as steps to climb up, to get to the jobs to which their ambition draws them. They pursue the most important ecclesiastical dignities, and use all their credit, and that of their relatives and friends to get them; sometimes, they even make use of very shameful tactics.”²

This, however, was not the way it was supposed to be. The plentiful and widely-read French moral and devotional literature of the years around 1700 made it clear that any vocation in
life, and particularly a religious vocation, was only to be entered into in the most serious and disinterested spirit, consulting the promptings only of God, nature, and one’s spiritual director. It is of course almost impossible to say how many people took this advice, but some surely did, and the available evidence strongly suggests that Claude-François Poullart des Places was among them. Looking at his career in light of contemporary religious culture can help to fill in some of the many gaps in our understanding of the Spiritans’ earliest history. It suggests, in particular, that Thomas was right in believing that des Places was led to his particular vocation in part by his complex relationship to the way wealth and social standing operated in his society.

In 1700, France was a deeply Catholic country; more so, probably, than it ever had been before or ever would be again. Over a century of enthusiasm, spiritual and mystical development, and institution-building had produced an exceptionally active and engaged Christianity, shared by a broad elite and increasingly integrating the longstanding piety of the rural and, to a lesser extent, the urban poor. Protestantism, outlawed with the 1685 revocation of the Edict of Nantes, was hardly even a marginal force. If 1700 marked a high point, though, one would expect that the seeds of decline were already germinating, and indeed this was the case. The victory over Calvinism would prove pyrrhic, identifying the Church with bigotry and repression rather than any more Evangelical qualities; more immediately, the Jansenist controversy, which had been going on for more than a generation, had begun to inflict serious damage. It would lead to schism in the Netherlands in 1706. In France the schism was spiritual rather than organizational, but no less real for all that, and rather than taking sides the French public was beginning to become disgusted with the entire enterprise of Catholic theology. And the proliferation of mystics and mystical theory that had characterized the century was also giving way to a backlash, most dramatically in the campaign against the “quietism” of Miguel de Molinos and Mme. Guyon, and against its most prominent French defender, François de la Mothe Fénélon, whose advocacy was condemned by a papal bull in 1699.

Given even this very abbreviated catalogue of issues, it is no wonder that a serious and pious young Catholic Frenchman coming of age in the years around 1700 would feel a combination of elation and anxiety at the prospects for his religion. Even for the most pious, though, other aspects of the contemporary situation would also have seemed enormously significant. In particular, if the seventeenth century had been good for the
Gallican Church, it had been very bad for the French economy, which had stagnated at best since about 1620; and if the dawning eighteenth century promised religious difficulties, it threatened economic disaster as harvests failed and Louis XIV’s long series of increasingly costly and increasingly unsuccessful wars came to its climax in the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–1714). Seventeenth-century France boasted one of the least egalitarian societies the West has ever known, but by the end of the century even French elites had become concerned by the levels of poverty and inequality they were seeing. Their concern was heightened by the fact that much of that elite had obtained its wealth and its status as officials and nobles in ways that were widely seen as more or less illegitimate: through participation in the oppressive, opaque, and corrupt world of the royal finances, and through the purchase of royal offices. François Poullart des Places, Claude-François’ father, was a wealthy financier who hoped (as Thomas very plausibly has it) to claim or reclaim noble status by purchasing a royal office for his talented son.

As he considered his vocation, then, Claude-François did so from the perspective of the son of a rich but socially insecure man in an increasingly impoverished society. He would not have lacked for advice concerning the dilemmas he faced; the perplexities of the rich Christian were a popular subject of pious literature, partly for the purely commercial reason that the rich were likely to buy advice books, but partly for the more profound one that much of the French Catholic elite naturally came from the wealthy classes and had a personal interest in their spiritual problems. By the end of the seventeenth century the medieval impulse to condemn wealth out of hand, always somewhat marginal, had almost completely vanished, but Claude-François would still have found plenty of warnings against its dangers, and much encouragement towards some level of voluntary poverty. His Jesuit mentors, not generally known for fleeing the world, cherished the memory of Pierre Lallement (1587–1635), who “loved poverty, which the world usually avoids. As soon as he undertook to follow Jesus Christ, he wanted for his own use only those things that were absolutely necessary, and the nastiest, oldest, and least comfortable ones in the community.”

A more contemporary figure, very influential in the field of ecclesiastical education in Paris, was the Oratorian Louis Thomassin (1619–1695). At his funeral, his pastor "announced something he had had to keep secret until then, that every year Fr. Thomassin gave him half of his thousand-pound pension for the poor." And he had "other virtues that he hid no less carefully. Though he
was fastidious by nature, he loved poverty in his clothing, his furniture, and everything to do with himself; and he would have preferred never to witness the distinction that the dignities of some of his family gave them in the world."

Thomassin’s family was indeed distinguished, dominating the robe nobility in Provence. A cousin of the same name was bishop of Sisteron, distinguishing himself by the vigor of his attacks on Quietism and by the manner of his death (he was crushed when a wall of the episcopal palace collapsed). And he shared the simultaneously empowering and embarrassing trait of a socioeconomically prominent family not just with Poullart des Places, but with the vast majority of the great names of the Century of Saints.

To give one more contemporary if somewhat obscure example, consider a canon of the church of St. Etienne in Dijon, Benigne Joly (1644–1694), who earned a reputation as “the father of the poor.” His family was prominent among the magistrates of Burgundy and was related to the Joly de Fleury of Paris, who in his day included the very prestigious solicitor-general of the Parliament. Benigne’s wealthy father had purchased Benigne’s benefice when he was still very young, a circumstance that caused his biographer some embarrassment. To neutralize this affront to the ecclesiastical estate, the biographer goes into great detail about how Joly prepared for Holy Orders “by repeated retreats, which he made at different times and in different places; but not until after having questioned the mouth of the Lord, that is, after having taken the advice of those who saw most clearly the ways of God, and in particular of his pious [spiritual] director ... without whose wise advice he was careful never to make any choice as important as that of the estate on which the peace of his soul and the outcome of his eternal salvation depended.” Joly, we are told, was only with difficulty persuaded to take up his benefice rather than becoming a poor rural missionary; once in that position, he used it to establish in Dijon a group of Lazarist missionaries and a “petit séminaire” for the instruction of rural priests.

The parallels between Joly’s biography and Claude-François’ career are striking. Both seem to have been spiritually dissatisfied with the career strategies their families developed for them. Both turned to retreats for guidance, as contemporary tracts always advised: “When you need to consider something as important as choosing an estate or a job, it is useful to retire from the embarrassment of the world and of the occupations that distract us to make a retreat of several days. For, besides the fact that we need calm and repose to..."
In Claude-François’ case, the single most revealing documents we possess about his spiritual development are the reflections he wrote while on retreat considering his “état de vie”...

deliberate a matter as serious as that, the Lord himself tells us that it is especially in solitude that He speaks to the heart, and makes His will known.”

In Claude-François’ case, the single most revealing documents we possess about his spiritual development are the reflections he wrote while on retreat considering his “état de vie”; by far the most intimate and personal document he left behind, it is also very much a reflection of his age and his social context. In particular, it illustrates the rather subtle way in which Claude-François navigated between his moral and spiritual imperatives and his family’s strategies of social advancement.

He was clearly convinced that worldly considerations should have no place in the choice of a vocation, but at the same time he seemed confident in his ability to set them aside, asserting “that I have achieved a great indifference towards all estates.” This indifference presumably came more easily for him because (as he claimed, and as the subsequent course of his life certainly seemed to bear out), he was “fairly indifferent towards wealth,” “greatly loving almsgiving, and naturally sympathetic towards the misery of others.” Indeed, contemporary moralists taught that the rich “may ... possess goods and family wealth; but they must do so with detachment so that their tranquility is not troubled by them.” And almsgiving and sympathy for the poor were at once a means toward and a fruit of such detachment. “And who better than the rich to buy Heaven and acquire the virtues that lead there, above all charity towards the poor?” asked a perhaps rather over-enthusiastic Italian Jesuit in a tract that went through three French editions in the second half of the seventeenth century. Poullart des Places, though, by no means felt that this exempted him from moral danger, for if relatively indifferent to wealth he was “greatly impassioned for glory and for everything that can raise one man above others by merit.”

Such ambition was in fact seen as close kin to avarice, “for though cupidity seems to be divided among honors, pleasures, and riches, which it loves blindly, one can nevertheless truly say that avarice alone includes all of them, since we do not love riches for their own sake but because they are the instruments that bring us worldly honors and sensual pleasures.” Practically speaking, the system of venal office made a desire for money and a desire for public prominence inseparable since, unless one was born into a noble and wealthy family, only cash gave access to the positions and prestige that were the prerequisite for glory and recognized merit. There was thus no straightforward way for Claude-François to
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And one thing Claude-François clearly did not want to do was to cast aside his father and his father’s affairs. One reason he gave for rejecting his impulse to join the Carthusians was that “my father is old and will leave behind him considerable business that few besides myself are capable of putting in order.”

His comment on the possibility of following his father’s career in the royal finances was that the estate “is not at all to your taste” (addressing himself in the second person), whether that distaste was based on moral qualms, fear of social opprobrium, or merely a dislike of accounting was a question Claude-François did not broach even in the intimacy of his spiritual reflection. This tolerant and cautious attitude certainly did not betoken any lack of religious sensitivity; on the contrary, among upwardly mobile French families of the time, filial piety was inextricably bound up with piety towards God the Father and the Mother Church. This tendency drew not only on the obvious scriptural and theological sources, but on the structure of French society itself.

The monarchy, which served as the source of both authority and social advancement, was seen by its supporters (among whom the Poullart des Places were clearly to be numbered) as at once divine and patriarchal, and as a model for society as a whole. The king was also the “eldest son of the Church,” an identity that had been intertwined with the monarchy from the conversion of Clovis on, and by the 1690s Louis XIV had embraced the role of its protector against the threats of heresy, libertinism, schism, peace, prosperity, and common sense. And the near-total identification of family with patrimony, notably including venal offices, the wealth that obtained them, and the social standing they brought, meant that, no matter how much moralists might inveigh against avarice, ambition, and the spiritual dangers of careerism, for someone like Claude-François avoiding them was neither practically nor morally straightforward.

Claude-François thus found himself in no position to reject the world and embrace the cloister, fearing, it seems, as Girard de Villethierry warned, that his attraction amounted to “a fault that some individuals fall into by a love of leisure, by the desire to live a solitary life.” Nor did he feel that it would be safe to try to live “as an honest man and even as a good man” in the world, along the lines laid down at the beginning of the century by St. François de Sales (1567–1622).
the short term, he probably had no clear answer to that question; though it did not fit the model of contemporary moralists who (as the case of Joly indicates) liked vocations to be chosen early, definitively, and completely, Claude-François must have begun his theological studies with no clear idea how he would live out his vocation once he had completed the training it required. In his struggle to detach himself honestly and without cowardice from the attractions of wealth and careerism, though, he might have had in the back of his mind council like that offered by the same Girard de Villethierry, that one mark of a true ecclesiastical vocation was that it be characterized by “a poor and laborious benefice, ... and one that has nothing that might flatter our corrupt nature.” Ultimately, anyway, this was the kind of life he sought out for himself and for his companions.

One of the best reasons to believe that Claude-François remained for a long time unclear about his vocation is that if he had already known that he wanted to devote his life to missionizing the poor and neglected, and to training poor but dedicated young men to do the same, there were much more direct routes he could have taken. He might, for example, have joined the late Jean Eudes’ (1601–1680) Congregation of Jesus and Mary, which was directed towards exactly those goals, was headquartered in Caen (where Claude-François attended the Jesuit college), and which had had a strong presence in Rennes since its founder led a revival of supposedly almost Savonarolan proportions there in 1670. In 1698, just as Claude-François was embarking on his career, the Eudists took over the management of the petit séminaire of Rennes. But that was just one of many alternatives. A number of other congregations all across France combined in various ways missions of education and preaching to the dispossessed—Oratorians, Lazarists, Sulpicians, and others—as did individuals and small groups working, as Poullart des Places soon would, at the diocesan level. Though both his own spiritual development and the force of circumstances were important to the way the Congregation of the Holy Spirit came together, it was also clearly an enterprise with deep roots in contemporary sensibilities and priorities.

The seventeenth-century French obsession with education, and especially religious education, requires far more analysis than there is space for here. It was part of a larger European phenomenon—of the late Renaissance, Scientific Revolution, and proto-Enlightenment; of the Tridentine (Counter-) Reformation and the Borromean model of seminaries; of the requirements of an ever more cosmopolitan and commercial civilization. But it
Certainly seemed especially acute in France, where the competing schools of the Jesuits, the Oratory, and Port-Royal turned education into an ecclesiological battleground, where projects like Cardinal Mazarin’s “College of the Four Nations” and Louis XIV’s royal academies made it a matter of state, and where, by the second half of the century, both seminaries and convents largely dedicated to educating girls were being planted even in the Canadian wilderness.\footnote{28} In France, it seems, the general belief, spawned by the Reformation, that education was a critical tool for saving souls combined with a broad and noisy variety of pastoral and educational opinions, approaches, and institutions to produce an exceptional level of both concern and innovation. Given the context, it is easy to see why Poullart des Places would have been drawn to education as a vocation.

The relationship between the mission of education and the problem of poverty, while it clearly existed, is harder to pin down. Traditionally, education was the preserve of the well-to-do, and centuries of effort, from the time of Robert de Sorbon (1201–1274) on, to extend aid to poor students had made little dent in that reality. What changed in the seventeenth century was not so much a newfound belief in universal education, which would remain very rare well into the Enlightenment, but a growing concern, even panic, about the salvation of the unlettered. The competition between confessions after the Reformation played an important part in this change of perspective, but the discovery of the New World was probably even more significant. It is hard for us today to appreciate the impact of the sudden appearance, to Europeans who had spent a thousand years encountering non-Christians, for the most part, only as marginal figures or as Muslim warriors, of an entire world filled with millions of people who neither rejected nor combated Christianity but simply had never heard of it. To the more philosophically inclined, the New World raised the question of whether or how salvation might be available to those ignorant of Christ; the more practically minded were driven to evangelize the ignorant, leading to the surge of missionary work in the Americas and Asia that continued to mark the French church, in particular, in Poullart des Places’ day.\footnote{29} It also changed Europeans elites’ perspective on their own continent, though, as they came to see similarities between pagan “savages” and the poor, especially in the countryside, who sometimes seemed hardly more Christian.\footnote{30} It was by this indirect route that educating the European masses, or at least educating pastors who would serve them (for small salaries and in difficult conditions) came to be a real priority.
Claude-François presumably did not think the matter through in exactly these terms. As a Christian, and above all as a priest, he was concerned with saving souls, and the souls of the poor would have seemed to him least likely to attract attention and thus most in danger—remember that Joly’s biographer had attributed exactly this attitude to him. The care of the poor and powerless was the first victim of the ambition and avarice that, as he would have feared, motivated far too many ecclesiastical careers, since the poor could provide their pastors with no material rewards, no influential connections, and little of the applause that might impress le monde. Thus, Poullart des Places would have seen plentiful reasons to participate in the movement to train pastors and missionaries for the poor at home and abroad. And, again like Joly, he would probably have seen men who were already relatively poor (and thus, it is worth noting, very much unlike himself) as best suited to this task, partly because of their shared experience with their prospective flocks, but mainly because they were thought best able to tolerate the low pay and poor living conditions that such work would entail: early modern Europeans had an almost Lamarkian belief in acquired characteristics of fortitude and endurance. While Claude-François probably drifted into his project of running a community of poor but dedicated theology students, it was, in this intellectual and spiritual context, both an urgent and a well-tested type of enterprise.

But there is still at least one aspect of Poullart des Places’ vocation that invites further consideration. For the poor, above all in the first years of the eighteenth century, were certainly no mere abstractions. They were human beings, and human beings with whom even elites far more sheltered than Claude-François were in continual contact. As a person and as a Christian, how did he react? By his own account, as we have seen, he was “naturally sympathetic towards the misery [or, “poverty”] of others”; one of the things that drew him to the ecclesiastical estate was “the inclination that I have for the poor.” This hints at a level of genuine sympathy and personal connection that was rare in seventeenth-century discussions of poverty and Christian virtue. All but the most severe moralists tended to echo the sentiment of St. François de Sales, that “to be rich in fact but poor in affection is the great happiness of the Christian, for by this means he has all the advantages of riches for this world, and the merit of poverty for the next.” When actual poverty was valorized, it tended to be in the more general terms used for the discussion of vocation. Thus, de Sales advised his readers of two spiritual benefits of actual poverty:
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The first is that it does not come to you by your choice but purely by the will of God who has made you poor without any concurrence of your own will. Now, what we receive only from God is always most agreeable to Him, as long as we receive it with a good heart and for the love of His holy will. Where there is less of our own, there is more of God.... The second privilege of this poverty is that it is a poverty that is truly poor. Poverty that is praised, pampered, esteemed, helped, and assisted retains something of wealth, at least, it is not altogether poor; but poverty that is despised, rejected, reproached, and abandoned is truly poor.32

Like any vocation, poverty was to be referred to divine Providence and kept free of the contamination of ambition and the desire for social approval. Even if the poor were not seen purely instrumentally, as convenient recipients of the alms by which the wealthy could advance their salvation, poverty was presented to the elites as a solution to the spiritual problems their wealth and ambition posed, not as a social injustice or as the incidental condition of Christians essentially like themselves.

Though Poullart des Places, in cultivating his sympathy for the poor, would have found little guidance in contemporary literature on wealth and poverty, he might have found more such guidance in discussions of charity, which were surprisingly sparse given the practical importance of the subject. When it appears, charity seems always to be linked to the struggle against self-interestedness that we have seen so often. Thus, Jean Eudes offered a prayer for someone “carrying out an act of charity” that proffered it in union with Jesus’ divine love, asking him to “annihilate in me all self-love and self-interest, and establish in me the kingdom of your divine charity.”35 In this case, charity as interior struggle seems again to short-circuit any actual relationship with the recipients, but such was not necessarily the case. According to his contemporary biographer Louis Abelly (1604–1691; he was yet another ecclesiastic whose career was in many ways reminiscent of Claude-François’), St. Vincent de Paul (1581–1660) once asked his followers whether, if one took someone entirely dedicated to the contemplative love of God, and “another who loves his neighbor as well, however rude, uncultivated, and imperfect he may be, for the love of God, and who gives his entire effort to bring him to God—tell me, I ask you, which of these two loves is the more perfect and the less interested?” This vision of missionary engagement that not just evokes but participates in divine charity, directing the impulses of self-aggrandizement to the benefit of others, must have appealed to Claude-François. At any rate, like
the founder of the Congregation of the Mission, it could be said of the founder of the Spiritans that the “effect of this love that he had for the poor ... was to help and assist them as much as he could, which he always did, making himself the provisioner-general of the poor..., working with great effort to provide for their needs, and to furnish them with food, clothing, lodging, and the other necessities of life.”34 In the context of the time, a vocation that combined practical ministry and a kind of apostolic poverty was a logical path for a young man of wealth and standing whose ability and ambition were exceeded only by his piety.
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